
We Decreased a B2B eCommerce Site’s
Cost Per Conversion by Over 50%

PROJECT SUMMARY: 
The client is an electrical engineering product company in Silicon 

Valley, California. There was a need to generate a lot more sales leads 

and also lower cost per acquisition. Directive Consulting was selected 

to provide organic search engine optimization [SEO] work, 

pay-per-click [PPC] management, social media marketing, and some 

technology consulting. The engagement started at the beginning of 

2016 and is completely ongoing.

FEEDBACK SUMMARY: 
The client is very satisfied with the work delivered by Directive 

Consulting. They have quickly produced a large increase in organic 

SEO traffic and lowered the cost per acquisition. Directive Consulting is 

highly recommended to others.

Case Study Interview Performed by Tim Clarke of Clutch.co



Please describe your organization.

We manufacture test and measurement equipment, namely devices 

that monitor signals on wired protocol buses. We work with standards 

like I2C, USB, and others. These are things that a normal, everyday 

consumer wouldn't know about, even though they're found in 

everyday life.

All off the devices that communicate wirelessly with an Apple product 

are powered through USB. A car has five or six CAN buses in it. FPI is a 

language used to program every type of flash memory a user may 

have interacted with. We sell our products to electrical engineers. Our 

market is highly technical, with maybe only one million people 

worldwide.

What is your position?

I am the Chief Executive Officer of the company.

What business challenge were you trying to address 
with Directive?

We wanted to improve our natural conversion rate on paid searches, 

and also improve the total number of visits to our sites, spending as 

little money as possible in the process.

BACKGROUND

OPPORTUNITY/CHALLENGE



Please describe the scope of their involvement in 
greater detail.

Directive provides organic SEO and strategy work for us. They also 

handle our pay per click work, including LinkedIn, Facebook and 

Twitter marketing. I have a bias with regards to social media expenses, 

based on my past experience. Directive is trying to convince me 

otherwise by obtaining results.

How did you come to work with Directive?

A manager in our company was in charge of looking at available 

agencies. I got the number down to a top three. I interviewed each 

one, looking at the breadth of their service and attitude. The agency 

we'd worked with in the past gave me the impression that we were 

being taken for granted. They stopped coming in with new ideas, as 

opposed to Directive. They come up with a lot of ideas and are willing 

to tell me if they're unsure if something will work or not.

Could you provide a sense of the size of this initiative in 
financial terms?

The cost of their services is $15,000 per month.

What is the status of this engagement?

I started working with them on January 1st, 2016.

SOLUTION



“
”

Could you share any statistics or metrics
from this engagement?

I'm beginning to see preliminary metrics which are showing me that 
my SEO is way up.

I now need to reallocate those funds to even more of the same work. 
My aim is not to save money, but to get more sales.

The process with Directive started off with a comprehensive review, 
which took a month. During that time, they didn't do anything 
significant from an activity perspective. They then agreed upon an 
action plan. Directive has a breadth of skilled people, including 
individual specialists for pay per click, SEO, engagement 
management, blog writing, social media marketing, and initial 
investment strategy. They're a relatively small company, but are big 
enough to have specialized resources in what they do. They've been 
also willing to help with technical issues with my site, including 
WordPress items.

RESULTS & FEEDBACK

During the last month, I received 20,000 organic visits, 
which is 15% better than any other month before that. 
On the pay per click side, the cost per conversion has 
been driven down by well over 50%. I think that this is 
quite remarkable and due to Directive's work.



Their latest recommendations had to do with user interface [UI] 

changes within the website aimed at enhancing searches and user 

comfort. I wouldn't have taken their advice about the UI unless I was 

reasonably certain that Directive was starting to learn what my 

particular audience was. They're as full-service an agency as my 

company can afford. I fall within the 8-10 million dollars per year slot. In 

my case, going to a non-full-service agency would have left me with 

many shortcomings. I do most of my advertising through a different 

company, but the SEO, pay per click, social media work, ghost writing 

blogs, and assessing our technology has all been handled very well by 

Directive.

How did Directive perform from a project 
management standpoint?

They're focused on getting the job done and it's very easy to get a 

hold of them. There was never an occasion in which I had to wait for a 

day or more for a response to an issue.

What distinguishes Directive from other providers?

I can contact their owners directly and they'll get back to me within 

the hour. The accessibility and customer service they provide are 

excellent.



Is there anything Directive could have
improved or done differently?

They're a small company, which entails some specific challenges. They 
don't have a multitude of SEO experts that can bring different views to 
an issue, and they don't have specific expertise with regard to my 
technology. They're an agency trying to learn embedded systems, 
which is a market that encompasses a million engineers worldwide, 
out of a population of seven billion. A bigger company would be 
more likely to find someone familiar with this space, allowing me to not 
invest as much time in things like finding the right keywords.

Having worked with a couple of agencies during my thirty year career, 
I can say that Directive is pretty self-sufficient. My last agency was 
much needier regarding the time they demanded. With Directive, I 
can explain something once and they will come back to me with a 
comprehensive plan.

We have five additional questions. For each of 
these, we ask that you rate Directive on a scale 
of one to five, with five being the best score.

How would you rate them for the quality of their 
service and deliverables?

Five. There has been nothing that Directive promised to execute which 
they failed to execute exactly as agreed-upon.

How would you rate them for scheduling, as in meeting 
deadlines and compliance with a project timeline?

Four.



How would you rate them for cost, as in value and/or 
conformance with project estimates?

Five. Initially, I considered them to be expensive. Directive is twice the 
cost of my previous agency. Now that I've used their services for a 
while, my mind has changed.

How likely are you to recommend Directive to a friend 
or colleague, out of five?

Five. I already did. Directive has a hands-on approach and they can 
make a smaller company feel, look, and behave with the 
effectiveness of a larger organization.

How would you rate your overall experience 
collaborating with Directive?

Five.

Ratings

QUALITY

SCHEDULING

COST

WILLING TO REFER

OVERALL SCORE


